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Abstract—In this paper we introduce a Java library for devel-
oping and testing genetic algorithms. The software architecture
is aimed at addressing common issues regarding system memory
and garbage collection in Java programming. In order to validate
our solution, a comparison with other frameworks is provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

Java is a very common language used for implementing
genetic algorithms frameworks. However, this type of frame-
works heavily use system memory and garbage collection, and
this, jointly to Java Bytecode running on virtual machines,
can seriously affect performances. Examples of frameworks
are ECJ, JDEAL and JGAP. In general they perform worse
than native solutions, such as GALib. Performances play a
relevant role, as genetic algorithms are resource demanding in
facing real world problems. Therefore in order to make Java
solutions able to scale problem complexity, a major attention
must be paid in devising the framework architecture and
implementation, still keeping a highly reusable programming
model as expected using a library.

In this paper we present JENES, “yet another” Java genetic
algorithm framework, this time devoted to address memory
and garbage collection issues. Main features for this purpose
are: (i) reuse of objects instead of collecting them for garbage;
(ii) parameterized classes in order to strengthen type checking
and avoid the need of casting instances at run-time; (iii) fitness
evaluated only when strictly required; (iv) finer access control
of algorithm methods and events aimed at avoid unnecessary
operations. In order to make the framework friendly to be spec-
ified and suitable for different problems, algorithm structure
is highly configurable by means of interchangeable blocks.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 outlines the architecture and programming model; Section
3 provides a brief overview of related works and solutions;
in Section 4 experimental results are reported; Section 5
discusses conclusions and future directions.

II. ARCHITECTURE AND PROGRAMMING MODEL

Programming JENES is easy and intuitive. Solutions in a
search space are represented by individuals. They are made
of a chromosome and fitness value. Chromosomes encode

problem solutions. They are regarded as an array of genes. The
default implementation provides the following basic types:

• BitwiseChromosome, composed by bits; genome
contains values coded accorded to the specified bit coding

• BooleanChromosome, composed by boolean values;
each gene can be true or false

• DoubleChromosome, composed by double values;
each value in [lowerBound, upperBound], specified at
the instantiation time

• IntegerChromosome, composed by integer values;
with values in [lowerBound, upperBound], still spec-
ified at the instantiation time

• ObjectChromosome, represents a chromosome whose
genes contain to Objects references

• PermutationChromosome, modelling permutations
in problems such as the travel-salesman problem.

All classes above implement the Chromosome interface.
By default these objects have a fixed number of genes, but it is
possible to vary their length during the execution, in order to
implement a length-variable solution coding. Individuals
are typed with respect to a particular chromosome at compile-
time. A Population is a typed collection of compatible
individuals. An individual can be legal or not, according to
the solution admissibility. By default, each individual is legal,
but it is possible to invalidate it during execution.

The genetic algorithm is executed by invoking the method
evolve(). JENES genetic algorithms run as depicted in
Fig.1. The algorithm execution is split in three main phases: (i)
start creates and scores the initial population, then initializes
the algorithm breeding stages; (ii) run evolves the population
applying the just initialized stages until a termination guard is
verified; (iii) stop ends the algorithm, disposing the stages. A
set of events are generated at different execution points. These
events are captured by user defined listeners or algorithm call-
back methods.

The initial population is created by cloning a sample indi-
vidual, the latter serving as prototpye [1] for a given number of
copies. These copies are then randomly altered in order to get
genetic diversity of the initial population. The randomization
rate (by default 100%) defines the number of copies to be
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Fig. 1. Algorithm flow in JENES

altered.
Particular attention has been paid to code optimizations

in JENES. The most important regards the memory usage.
Objects are continuously recycled. This permits to reduce the
overhead provided by the garbage collection. If the population
size is fixed along the algorithm evolution, the memory occu-
pation grows at the beginning and does not change after. This
allows to reduce the overall software footprint and time for
building and collecting objects. The chromosome footprint is
reduced, such as in the case the BitwiseChromosome able
to work at the level of single bits, thus outperforming other
solutions. Moreover, individuals already evaluated are not re-
evaluated in the following iterations. During the algorithm
evolution, past populations are buffered in the algorithm’s
history. At each generation, the eldest population and its
individuals are reused. Past populations, instead of being
deallocated, are kept in memory and reused. This technique
avoids to allocate in memory new populations, thus limiting
the use of the garbage collector.

JENES data structures are strongly typed, so population
and individuals can only work with compatible types. This
allows to reduce the number of checks at runtime, as the use
of parametric classes assures the correct data type at compile
time. This also entails that there is no need of casting objects,
resulting in better software reliability and speed. This feature
is due to generics available since Java 1.5.

An algorithm in JENES is structured in composable com-
ponents, termed Stages. The population passes through
the stages and there it is transformed. Each stage receives
an input population and produces an output population.

It is important to consider that the output population is
pre-initialized with recycled individuals taken from history.
Therefore JENES does not allocate new Individuals
in memory if population size does not change, but only
set the Chromosome of available elements. The refer-
ence to input and output populations can be respectively
obtained by methods getCurrentPopulation() and
getNextPopulation().

All stages are interchangeable. This makes possible to
structure an algorithm that best fits the problem character-
istics and user needs, just deciding how to organize the
flow trough the stages. Stages regarding the structure are
Sequence and Parallel, whilst Operators are elemen-
tary stages performing tasks such as selection, crossover and
mutation. The user can assembly its own algorithm deciding
the structure and which operators to use, such as choosing
between the roulette wheel or tournament selection, or be-
tween a single point or two points crossover, and so on.
SimpleGeneticAlgorithm provides a facade, structuring
a canonical algorithm with the sequence of stages:

• Selector: RouletteWheelSelector or
TournamentSelector

• Crossover: OnePointCrossover or
TwoPointsCrossover

• Mutator: SimpleMutator

More in general, a genetic algorithm can be implemented
by subclassing GeneticAlgorithm and implementing the
abstract method evaluate(Individual). This method
serves to evaluate the fitness of each individual, therefore it is
specifically related to the problem to solve.

JENES provides support to elitism, assuring best individuals
to the next generation, whose number is set by setElitism
(int). Individuals are substituted according to two strategies:

• random: individuals are randomly selected and substi-
tuted

• worst: individuals with worst fitness are substituted

The first strategy is more efficient as it does not require to sort
the population. The drawback is that individuals with a good
fitness could be substituted. The second strategy is slower, but
assures that only worst individuals are substituted.

JENES uses the Mersenne Twister randomizer [2] for the
generation of pseudo-random numbers and values. This pro-
vides a fast generation of high-quality random numbers.

Capturing events is useful to collect statistics and
perform analyses. Algorithm events can be captured by
implementing interfaces AlgorithmEventListener
and GenerationEventListener. The presence of
two listener classes is due to performance considerations.
Indeed, the latter is only aimed at capturing onGeneration
events, whilst the first class is aimed at capturing remaining
onStart, onPopulation, onInit and onStop
events. Events can also be captured by overriding methods
onStart(long), onPopulation, onInit(long),
onGeneration(long), and onStop(long). Time in
milliseconds is passed to event call back methods. By deafult,
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the body of these methods is empty as they do nothing. An
AlgorithmEventListener can be registered (removed)
by invoking the method addAlgorithmEventListener

(removeAlgorithmEventListener). Similarly,
a GenerationEventListener is registered by
addGenerationEventListener, and removed by
removeGenerationEventListener.

During evolution, JENES collects statistics regarding:

• Execution. GeneticAlgorithm.Statistics is re-
sponsible for storing statistics about the time spent by
the whole evolutionary process and the number of gen-
erations performed.

• Population. Population.Statistics collects
statistics about a population, regarding highest, lowest,
mean and standard deviation of fitness for both legal and
illegal individuals.

• Operators. Specific classes are responsible for storing
statistics and time spent about operators.

More information and detailed documentation are available
at http://jenes.ciselab.org/.

A. A simple example

The simplest way for setting-up a genetic algorithm in
JENES is by subclassing SimpleGA. It is possible to subclass
SimpleGA by defining a specific subclass or more simply by
an anonymous subclass as described below.

,
33 SimpleGA<BooleanChromosome> sga =
34 new SimpleGA<BooleanChromosome>(pop,

GENERATION_LIMIT) {
35 @Override
36 protected void evaluateIndividual(Individual<

BooleanChromosome> individual) {
37 // Make your evaluation here ...
38 }
39 };

41 sga.setElitism(10);
42 sga.setBiggerIsBetter(false);
43 sga.evolve();

SimpleGA is a subclass of GeneticAlgorithm. The
main feature of SimpleGA is that the breeding sequence
is predefined and made of a Selector, a Crossover,
and a Mutator. Which selection method (i.e. Tournament or
Roulette Wheel) or crossover method (i.e. One Point or Two
Points) to adopt, and algorithm parameters can be decided at
construction time.

Both classes are abstract, requiring to implement the
method evaluateIndividual. This method provides the
fitness of a given individual depending on the particular
problem. As an example let us consider the problem of finding
a vector of boolean that is completely true (or false). Therefore
we will consider as fitness the number of true values in a
chromosome, we wish to maximize (or minimize). Let us
take into account an implementation made by subclassing
GeneticAlgorithm directly. The first thing to do is to
define the (anonymous) subclass providing an implementation
of evaluateIndividual.

,
63 GeneticAlgorithm<BooleanChromosome> ga = new

GeneticAlgorithm<BooleanChromosome>(pop,
GENERATION_LIMIT) {

65 @Override
66 protected void evaluateIndividual(Individual<

BooleanChromosome> individual) {

68 BooleanChromosome chrom = individual.
getChromosome();

69 int count = 0;
70 int length=chrom.length();

72 for(int i=0;i<length;i++)
73 if(chrom.getValue(i))
74 count++;

76 individual.setScore(count);
77 }
78 };

This algorithm works with Individuals and
Population of BooleanChromosomes. Therefore
we first create a sample individual used as prototype for
instancing the other population elements.
,

60 Individual<BooleanChromosome> sample = new
Individual <BooleanChromosome>(new
BooleanChromosome(CHROMOSOME_LENGTH));

61 Population<BooleanChromosome> pop = new Population <
BooleanChromosome>(sample, POPULATION_SIZE);

The population passes through a sequence of Stages for
being processed. We create stages and we add them to the
algorithm body.
,

80 AbstractStage<BooleanChromosome> selection = new
TournamentSelector<BooleanChromosome>(3);

81 AbstractStage<BooleanChromosome> crossover = new
OnePointCrossover<BooleanChromosome>(0.8);

82 AbstractStage<BooleanChromosome> mutation = new
SimpleMutator<BooleanChromosome>(0.2);

83 ga.addStage(selection);
84 ga.addStage(crossover);
85 ga.addStage(mutation);

As we decide to have elitism 1, we specify
,

87 ga.setElitism(1);

If we are interested to find a solution containing all false
values, we consider the problem as minimization by setting
,

89 ga.setBiggerIsBetter(false);

Finally, we run the algorithm
,

90 ga.evolve();

When evolution is finished, we can collect algorithm and
population statistics in order to get the execution time required
to solve the problem and the optimal solution
,

92 Population.Statistics stats = ga.
getCurrentPopulation().getStatistics();

93 GeneticAlgorithm.Statistics algostats = ga.
getStatistics();

95 System.out.println("Objective: " + (ga.
isBiggerBetter() ? "Max! (All true)" : "Min! (
None true)"));
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96 System.out.println();

98 Individual solution = ga.isBiggerBetter() ? stats.
getLegalHighestIndividual() : stats.
getLegalLowestIndividual();

100 System.out.println("Solution: ");
101 System.out.println( solution.getChromosome() );
102 System.out.println( solution );
103 System.out.format("found in %d ms.\n", algostats.

getExecutionTime() );

More examples and details can be found online.

III. RELATED WORK

There exist several publically-available libraries enabling
genetic algorithms in Java. For the meaning of comparison, we
considered ECJ [3] and JDEAL [4]. ECJ is a research project,
developed at George Mason University’s ECLab Evolutionary
Computation Laboratory, designed to be highly flexible, with
algorithms dynamically configured at runtime by a user-
provided parameter file. JDEAL is an object-oriented library
of Evolutionary Algorithms, with both local and distributed
algorithms, for the Java language. JDEAL design is addressed
to easily extend and integrate specific operators, chromosomes
and algorithms, reusing existing components. The computa-
tional load can be distributed through multiple machines, so
that idle CPU time can be used to speed up calculations.

In order to make a more exhaustive comparison, we also
considered GAlib [5], a C++ native library of genetic algo-
rithms. The library includes tools for using genetic algorithms
to do optimization in any C++ program. GAlib includes many
different representations, genetic operators, genetic algorithms,
stopping criteria, scaling methods, selection methods, and
evaluation schemes. It can be used with PVM (parallel virtual
machine) to evolve populations and/or individuals in parallel
on multiple CPUs.

There are many design choices JENES adopted in order to
improve performances. The main feature regards the object
pooling as a way for facing garbage collection issues.

Researchers have studied garbage collection for a long time
(see for example references [6], [7], [8], [9]), and benefits
of garbage collection over explicit memory management are
widely accepted, but this imposes trade-off to performances.
Blackburn et al. [10] highlight how architectural trends are
making this advantage more evident, as standard explicit mem-
ory management is unable to exploit the locality advantages
of contiguous allocation. It is therefore possible that garbage
collection presents a performance advantage over explicit
memory management on current or future architectures.

However, the evidence that garbage collection can affect
performances is known since long time (see for example [11]).
Performance issues become relevant in Java applications, as
code is executed by virtual machine and there is a wide usage
of garbage collection.

Dieckmann and Hoelzle [12] present an analysis of the
memory usage for six of the Java programs in the SPECjvm98
benchmark suite. They found that non-pointer data usually
represents more than 50% of the allocated space for instance
objects, that Java objects tend to live longer than objects in

Smalltalk or ML, and that they are fairly small. Although
generational garbage collection1 largely mitigated the limi-
tation of initial Java garbage collector, the programmer is
left to control the creation but not the disposal of objects as
pointed out by McManis colums at JavaWorld [14]. Recently
Xian [15] conducted an experiment observing that degradation
behavior of a widely-used Java application server running a
standardized benchmark is due to garbage collection policies.

Reusing objects is a strategy, known as Pooling Design
Pattern among researchers and practitioners, in order to boost
Java performances [16], [17]. Although the main criticism [13]
in pooling objects is that object allocation is very efficient in
modern languages and objects pool can keep a large number of
unused objects in memory, we share the idea with others [18]
that in case of data structures whose size is mostly constant
over the run, object pools provides relevant benefits as (i)
pooled objects are mostly used and (ii) collectible objects are
not left in memory (causing a space overhead) before garbage
collector is invoked.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate performances, we tested the framework
against a set of standard benchmarking problems, namely:

• De Jong’s test functions
• Royal Road Problem
• Travel-Salesman Problem
De Jong’s test functions [19] outline 5 optimization land-

scapes with different complexity. They are defined as:
Each problem is solved by adopting a

BitwiseChromosome, instead of BooleanChromosome
, in order to save memory and performing genetic operations
faster. Indeed, we employ an array of int, each holding 32
bits, instead of an array of booleans. The chromosome is
split in octets each representing an integer value between
0 and 255. This value is after converted to a floating point
number assigned to variable xi in the functions.

The second benchmark we considered is the Royal Road
Problem as described in [20]. In this case, the goal is to find
a particular pattern of bits, maximizing the function

f(x) =
∑

s∈S

csσs(x) (1)

where cs is a value assigned to a schema, x is a bit string and
σs(x) is 1 if x is an instance of the schema s, 0 otherwise.

The last benchmark is the well known Travel-Salesman
Problem (TSP), aimed at finding the best Hamiltonian route
in a weighted undirected graph. As admissible solutions are
permutations, we implemented a particular class of chromo-
somes named PermutationChromosome, which preserves
solution admissibility during genetic operations.

1A generational garbage collector divides the heap into multiple genera-
tions; most JVMs use two generations, a “young” and an “old” generation.
Objects are allocated in the young generation; if they survive past a certain
number of garbage collections, they are considered “long lived” and get
promoted into the old generation. HotSpot offers a choice of three young-
generation collectors (serial copying, parallel copying, and parallel scavenge).
Excerpt from [13]
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Just presented problems have been implemented as well as
in ECJ, JDEAL and GALib frameworks, adopting a coding as
much as possible similar in order to make more reliable the
experimental results. In particular the coding we adopted is:

• De Jong Functions: bitwise coding in JENES, JDEAL
and GALib, boolean coding in JDEAL and ECJ.2

• Royal Road Problem: bitwise coding in JENES, JDEAL
and GALib, boolean coding in ECJ.

• Travel-Salesman Problem:
PermutationChromosome in JENES, an integer
vector in JDEAL, ECJ and GALib.

In this experimentation, we focused only to memory usage
and execution time ignoring convergence and result quality.
Therefore we considered different populations size (made of
100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 2500, 5000 individuals). Each test
consisted of 10 runs on a Pentium IV 2.4 GHz with 1 MB L2
cache and 1 GB Ram. Time spent by simulation is reported
in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Time spent by simulation.

Overall simulation time is able to offer a preliminary
overview. GALib performed faster than the other frameworks,
as expected being a native solution. Among Java frameworks,
JENES generally performed better than ECJ and JDEAL, also
when comparison is between bitwise implementations. Adopt-
ing boolean coding heavily increased the time for running
tests. More evidences can be found analyzing test results in
details.

Fig.3 and Fig 4 outline the behavior of frameworks when
facing the first De Jong’s function, with a population of 100
individuals, where the mean of memory usage and the mean of
generation execution time are plotted along 100 generations,
over 10 runs. Both JDEAL and ECJ show a saw shaped profile
for memory, growing due to unused objects left in memory be-
fore they are garbage collected on regular basis. The overhead
spent by the virtual machine to sweep memory affects time
required to process generations as shown by time peaks in
figure. On the contrary, JENES performance is characterized
by a flat memory profile and by an almost constant execution
time, entailing an efficient memory management. In this sense,
JENES seems to be similar to GALib, the most efficient
implementation for this benchmark. This behavior proved to
be consistent over the 10 runs.

In order to understand how frameworks behave in stressed
operational conditions, we present results as obtained by
testing the same benchmark with populations made of 5000

2JENES and JDEAL support both bitwise and boolean codings.
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Fig. 4. Execution time, first De Jong’s function, 100 individuals.

individuals each. In Fig.5, JENES again performed better
than ECJ and JDEAL. The saw-shaped profile is still visible,
although becoming very irregular in the case of JDEAL-
bitstring, as memory goes under stress due to physical limits.
Also execution time increases, abnormally in the latter case.
Again, we can notice peaks when garbage collection operates
on memory. The overall experimental results are summarized
in Fig.6.
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Fig. 6. Overall experimental data regarding memory usage and execution time.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

JENES is a programming framework for developing genetic
algorithms in Java designed to pay particular attention to mem-
ory and time usage by reusing individuals and populations,
thus limiting the garbage collector overhead. Experimentation
confirmed that this strategy can effectively address some per-
formance issues. The complexity of internal design is hidden
to the programmers by a set of intuitive and extensible APIs.
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